MISSIONS, COLONIALISM, & THE GOSPEL

with Rev. Domenic Ruso, PhD

Winter Term Elective Course

THURSDAYS
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM
ONLINE

PASTORAL THEOL 5235B
(2ND TERM)

We can sense the world needs to change, but it’s hard to know where to start. Future leaders and theological thinkers have always discerned new ways forward by addressing complex challenges, admitting that lasting change requires new paradigms. This winter term, join Dr. Ruso and guests in a course meant to help you appreciate diverse approaches for thinking about missions and evangelism. It seems like the perfect time to reflect on why Jesus’ life and ministry were described as Good News by those living in an Empire filled with painful news.

The Rev. Domenic Ruso, PhD is described as a catalytic leader whose passion for the church has led him to church plant in Montreal. Dom’s emerging insights are shaped by a complex religious context pushing up against new secular realities.

Sign up for this course at student.uwo.ca, or contact srice@uwo.ca